APPLY FOR MIAE STUDENT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

APPLY TO JOIN THE MIAE STUDENT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE!!!

We are now taking in applications for those interested in joining the MIAE student executive committee. If you are someone who is interested in aerospace and is willing to help share and promote your passion in McGill, then you should definitely apply to join the student executive committee next year.

Available positions are:

**VP External**: liaison with companies, supervise CASI and AIAA, etc.

**VP Internal**: responsible for logistics for events at McGill, organizing transportation for tours, etc.

**VP Social**: event planning for social activities, MIAE gear, etc.

**VP Communications**: responsible for the Newsletter, updating the website and facebook page, poster, etc.

**VP Finance**: budget, funding, design teams, etc.

**positions and tasks are still subject to change depending on individual preferences and changing responsibilities.**

**To apply**: please send your CV (not the MIAE template version) to fabio.gatti@mail.mcgill.ca along with the positions you are interested in. Interviews will be mandatory.

**DEADLINE to apply is March 11th.**

SAF/FEA 2013

The organizing committee from Université of Sherbrooke invites you to participate in the 2013 Student Aerospace Forum (SAF). The theme of this year is *Innovation to the Future*.

The event will take place on **April 4-5, 2013**, at the **Delta Hotel in Sherbrooke**.
What is the SAF?

- Speakers from the aerospace industry (CRIAQ, Bell helicopter, Pratt and Whitney)
- A career fair featuring dozens of exhibitors CRIAQ, CSNRG, Pratt and Whitney)
- A technical poster competition (first prize: $ 350)
- One night in a 4 star hotel, transportation from Montreal to Sherbrooke and all meals provided
- Networking between students and business ...
- And much more!

In order to encourage the participation of MIAE members, the MIAE student executive committee will refund the 30$ accommodation and transport package fee for any MIAE members who go.

A promising event not to be missed!


REGISTRATION

Know any friends interested in aerospace? If so, they can now apply to join the MIAE and participate in various events and activities catered to those passionate about Aerospace Engineering! Registration will remain open until further notice.

For more information concerning the group and the application process, please refer them to [http://www.mcgill.ca/miae/](http://www.mcgill.ca/miae/).

To keep up to date on upcoming MIAE and Aerospace Engineering events, continue following future MIAE Student Newsletters as well as visit the official MIAE website [http://www.mcgill.ca/miae/](http://www.mcgill.ca/miae/) which will be updated regularly.

On behalf of the MIAE student executive committee, I would like to wish everyone a great spring break! Enjoy the break and see you all soon.

Fabio Gatti
VP Communications
McGill Institute for Aerospace Engineering